Jouett + Walton Middle School Renovation at Two Schools
Mix of Room Types

Jouett + Walton Middle School (Renovation at Two Schools)
Glass for Transparency / Applied Graphics for Privacy

Jouett + Walton Middle School (Renovation at Two Schools)
Writeable vs. Non-writable Walls + Surfaces
Charlottesville High School Science Lab Renovation
Salvaging Value: Re-purposing old but serviceable metal lab casework
Face-to-Face: Reconfiguring labs from outward-facing perimeter benches to inward-facing islands
Access to Power: Cord-reel convenience
Full Height: Improving acoustic privacy by extending classroom walls
Gather ‘Round: specifying demonstration hoods for 360 degree viewing
Western Albemarle High School
Environmental Studies Academy
Indoor-Outdoor Space
Flexible Furniture for Student Choice
Teacher Visibility
Western Albemarle High School
Tri-Lab Renovation (Work in Progress)